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Abstract: Resonator with higher quality factor is desirable to achieve low insertion loss at microwave and
millimetric frequencies. High quality factor-based resonator integrated with active circuitry results in the
topology with low loss and further implementation on GaAs eliminates off chip parasitic associated with bond
wires and interconnections. The main challenge lies in the incorporation of the high Q resonator in monolithic
form which can be achieved by employing micromachining techniques. This article describes various
methodologies, implementation plans, fabrication sequence of various topologies which are explored based on
the ease of realization and inherently resulting in high quality factor-based resonator. Oscillator topologies
having micromachined resonator and active patch working as resonator are the topologies taken for study and
FEM based simulation carried out along with detailing of process steps. Selection of the topology and
mathematically equations are also presented in the article.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The integration of active circuitry with resonator at
higher end of radio-frequency such as amplifiers, oscillators etc. have the limitations of implementation with
hybrid approach. The hybrid approaches optimize each
circuit performance and interconnect them to have system level implementation. The oscillator is one of the
basic topologies which is challenging to implement at
higher frequencies due to associated phase noise and
inferior performances due to lumped quality factor associated with planar topology. At higher frequencies
various multipliers after the oscillators are incorporated
to have desired performances related with phase noise
and spurious. Alternatively, at higher end of frequencies achieving the stable frequency directly result in
compactness and higher reliability of the circuit.
Broadly two topologies are employed for oscillator implementation- transmission type and reflection type at
higher frequencies. The requirement for the resonator
is of higher Q and planar configuration. This will result
in repeatability, reduction in losses, size reduction, and
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weight improvement compatibility while integrating
other structures. Transmission type topology compared
to reflection type topology having parallel feedback results in greater efficiency, loss reduction, no mode
jumping and stable output power.
In the transmission topology the resonator acts as
band pass filter whereas in the reflection type it acts as
band stop filter. Reflection type employs line along
with external dielectric resonator. Generally external
dielectric resonator (DR) has been placed to enhance
stability by increasing the loaded quality factor of the
circuit [1]. Configurations such as series and shunt are
chosen for the above-mentioned oscillator. The main
bottleneck is to fix the DR position externally which is
tedious and cause repeatability issue. Also the inherent
variation of the intrinsic parameters of the device
changes the output characteristics resulting in device to
device variation.
Resonator
(BSF)

- ive Resistance
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Fig 1.0: Reflection type topology
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The second configuration (transmission type) employs an amplifier with proper feedback loop containing resonator connecting output with the input. This
configuration eliminates the dependence of the inherent device parameter variation resulting in more reliable and repeatable configuration. The feedback loop
also employs a resonator which is band pass in nature.
The requirement for the resonator having higher Q
along with planar configuration yields in the repeatability and lower losses.

an integrated oscillator on a single chip using GaAs
concept is also being looked into [6, 7].
Stability and phase noise are the two important parameters affecting the oscillator performance. The
higher the Q of the structure the better phase noise it
provides for the overall structure. Near the carrier
phase noise is proportional to 1/Q2 . This article details
planar micromachined oscillator and novel techniques
for enhancement of the overall quality factor. Various
processing steps are also discussed encompassing fabrication aspects on silicon and GaAs.

2. PROPOSED TOPOLOGIES

Patch
Antenna

The proposed assembly will be having slot coupling
and excitation of higher order modes in the micromachined cavity itself. Coupling
between cavities is conMicrostrip Lines
trolled by the size, position and the orientation of the
slot as shown in Fig3.0. It consists of two wafers where
coupling to second wafer is through the slot [8]. The
second wafer is micromachined and attached with the
first one through bonding.

Amp
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Fig2.0 Transmission type topology

Transmission type employs amplifier in closed loop
configuration which eliminates dependence on parameter variation. This topology, as compared to reflection
type topology, results in reliable and repeatable performances.
Active circuit realization using HEMT is preferred
due to achievable performances at higher frequencies.
Alternatively, concept of active antenna incorporating
active part (amplifier) integrated with patch resonator
also can be categorized as amplifier, frequency conversion and oscillator type topologies (Fig 2).
Various authors presented slot [2] coupling using micromachining techniques whereas higher quality factor
employing micromachining is presented by Duchamp
et al [3].
The structure proposed by the Gullion et al [4] is
modified in the present concept by incorporating dielectric resonator puck inside to have MDRO (micromachined dielectric resonator oscillator) concept. The
proposed topology having feature of slot coupling
along with the excitation of higher order modes in the
micro-machined cavity results in higher quality factor.
An integrated assembly employing active and resonator portion can make the structure compact and reliable. Coupling between cavities is controlled by the size,
position and the orientation of the slot. Proper alignment of slot and the cavity dimension is the critical part
in the structure will be. The active part can be in CPW
and the transition from CPW to microstrip can be incorporated for low loss [5]. Also, possibility of having

Microstrip Lines
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oh

Fig 3.0: Slot coupling and micromachined oscillator concept

Another version of putting DR on to the open-ended
line and excitation of higher order modes can also results in achieving higher Q [9]. The quality factor of
the proposed topology the same can be calculated using
the below formulae:
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Another concept presented is having patch and amplifier on the single wafer which can be implemented on
the GaAs wafer (Fig5).
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Circular patch is selected instead of square one as
circular patch is small compared to square one. The
patch dimensions can be calculated as:
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Fig 4.0: Higher order mode excitation
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Fig 6.0: Concept of active antenna along with resonator [6]

Due to fringing fields effective radius is

Fig5.0: GaAs based single wafer implementation

Total quality factor of the assembly can be calculated as
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3. SIMULATION STUDY
FEM based simulation study is performed and slot
coupling methodology in the silicon and GaAs taken
for the analysis. Further simulation with DR puck inside the micromachined cavity in the second wafer is
carried out and response at Ka-band as shown in Fig
7.0.

Fig 8.0: Active patch antenna simulation using FEM

The DR puck enhances the quality factor manifold
and provide stable oscillator with low phase noise. [1012] The above topologies require micromachining and
via process to be established. The bulk micromachining
process detailed in below section followed by detailing
of overall fabrication process.

Fig 7.0: Slot coupling in the cavity

Another aspect of inserting the DR puck (R radius)
inside the cavity and the same can be carried out as per
below calculation:
1
c 1
R(radius) = 1.2035    + 
    r  s 
H (height) = 0.4  (2 R )
Cover − H = 0.8    (2 R)

where εr is the substrate dielectric constant, εs is the
resonator dielectric constant

4. BULK MICROMACHINING
Bulk micromachining process uses various etchants
such as ethylenediamine pyroatechol (EDP), potassium
hydroxide (KOH) and tetramethyl ammonium hydroxide (TMAH) The etching in silicon is dependent on the
crystallographic orientation resulting from isotropic or
anisotropic etching. Silicon etches out isotropically in
all directions independently using wet methodology
and is dependent on time, temperature and etchant concentration. HNA solution yield isotropic etching in silicon whereas anisotropic wet etchants for micromachining are KOH, EDP, TMAH, Hydrazine where
TMAH ((CH3)4NOH) is generally employed due to
CMOS compatibility as alkali metal ions are detrimental to CMOS structures. Conventional alkali metal
hydroxide (KOH) etching provides well-defined pattern but possibility of pyramidal hillock on the etched
surface exists and possibility of hole formation on
etched membrane in case of hydrazine is reported. Ethylenediamine-pyrocatechol (EDP) and Hydrazine solutions are carcinogenic and toxic. EDP and TMAH
chemicals are having minimal effect on oxide layer
along with smooth surface. The various steps taken for
bulk micromachining are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Screen Oxidation [CVD process]
Substrate mask and etching [Lithography]
Implantation (if required)
Metal deposition [Sputtering]
Metal etching [Wet/Dry etching]
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6.
7.
8.

Backside Oxide stripping [Etching]
Backside thick oxide deposition [CVD]
Back side silicon etch

Various masks such as slot, metal and cavity are employed to realize the structures. The wet etching is crystallographic dependent and primarily <100> oriented
silicon wafer is taken for the processes. Both the processes are initiated with cleaning using RCA-1and
RCA-2. Wet processes are faster but due to anisotropic
etching the controlling of the exact depth is difficult is
difficult and can be easily overcome by employing SOI
wafer [13]. The etched roughness strongly depends on
the crystallographic orientation.

5. FABRICATION PROCESS
The critical part in micromachining structure is the
fabrication process to achieve well-defined surfaces to
achieve desired performances at the desired band.
GaAs and Silicon processing involves different steps
and the structure needs at least 2-wafer for the complete
processing. The techniques presently available on silicon wafer are:

front-end processing (dielectric and metal deposition)
back side processing (bulk micromaching of the cavity). The front side processing steps are:
•

•
•

Deposition of SiN layer using PECVD or polyimide film by spin coating of thickness1-2
um
Metal deposition using litho and etching process/lift off process
Back side patterning to remove GaAs using
RIE (Reactive ion etching)/wet etchants

Another aspect of achieving the same topology on
GaAs necessitate development of etching and via process. The various trials carried out for achieving via in
the GaAs carried out and SEM of the via is shown in
Fig 10.0.

5.1 Front Side Processing
Deposition of Si3N4/SiO2 layer with Si3N4 followed
bySiO2. Chemical vapour deposition LPCVD for both
side deposition simultaneously followed by metal deposition using sputtering or evaporation technique.

5.2 Back side processing

Fig10.0: Via in GaAs and the cross-section view

Slot opening by using double sided aligner (optical
aligner) followed by etching

6. CONCLUSION

Proposed structures having the resonator configuraSecond Wafer: Microamchining step carried out by tion with slot coupling excite higher order modes. The
dry/wet etching using DRIE/KOH according to the re- micromachined cavity can be incorporated in this
quirement of the side walls as 90° or 54.7°.
structure to have higher Q. The critical part of the strucCorners will be sharp and surface roughness in the ture realization necessitate proper alignment of slot and
range of 10-28nm. . Taking MMIC chip and bonding the cavity dimension. Coupling between cavities is
with the resonator.
controlled by the size, position and the orientation of
slot SLOT-BACKSIDE
the slot. Concept of realization high-Q structure both
on the silicon and GaAs wafer are presented.
An integrated oscillator having active and resonator
part on the same chip can be realized on the GaAs wafer and incorporation of the DR inside the cavity (silicon wafer) or via concept in GaAs are the alternatives
to achieve higher Q assembly. The first topology can
be implemented on the silicon wafer and second topology on the GaAs wafer integrating the two-wafer concept. This can be converted to a complete active anFig 9.0: Line and slot on the high resistivity silicon
tenna as discussed in the article.
wafer
The structure results in the higher quality factor
along with the additional features inherent in the proThe processing in GaAs is complicated compared to posed topology are: much higher quality factor, elimisilicon due to uncontrolled etching phenomena nation of various parasitic, excitations of higher order
associated with the wet etching.
modes.
Steps required for processing of resonator in GaAs

SLOT-BACK
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